Roll Up Banner Stand V603 Instruction

Assemble Instruction

1. Open the graphic holder, remove end caps, loosen all screws.
2. Put the graphic into the graphic holder.
3. Press the graphic holder tightly.
4. Set up the end cap on the graphic holder tightly, tighten all screws.
5. Open the end caps on the base, tear off the leading paper on the PVC.
6. Stick the graphic on the leading paper.
7. Press the PVC with one hand, and pull out the lock pin with another hand.
8. Roll the graphic into the base smoothly.
9. Install the two sliders into the groove, and make it vertical alignment with the roll up groove.
10. Hold the roll up base, rotate the locking knob by 90 degree.
11. Link up the trinodal pole as a whole pole, like the picture.
12. Insert the trinodal pole into the hole on the base.
13. Pull up the graphic and put the graphic holder onto groove on the top of support pole.
14. Pull the other graphic up.
15. Insert the other graphic holder onto the hole as the same way.